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Overview: Benchmarking the next generation of uranium mines

• Location – moving to more difficult locations

• Average size and grades will be lower

• Lower average production rates – which impacts on costs

• Reported capex & opex costs for new projects – identify benchmarks

• Impact of inflation on costs – Case study on uranium mining in 
KazakhstanKazakhstan

• Strategic implications for new players and industry in general 
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Location issues for the next generation of mines: 
Uranium deposits are widely distributed around the world …

3Note: All uranium deposits in the world Data: CRU June 2009



…. and many of the next generation of mines will be in more
remote areas and/or developing countries 
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Number of Mines 2008 2015 y p
North America           9          8  
Australia                    3          5
Africa                        5         13
CIS              17         21 

4Note: All uranium deposits in the world Data: CRU June 2009



Resulting in production shifts towards new countries via new 
discovery-development 

Share of Primary Production

5Data: CRUNote: Assumes Olympic Dam is expanded to 19 ktpa by 2021 



Quality Issues:
Uranium deposits have a wide range of tonnes and grade …
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Pre-Mined Resource (mt ore) 
Note: All uranium deposits in the world Data: CRU June 2009



… However, on average, the next generation of projects 
have lower grades than current operating mines

)

The average grade for feasibility and 
exploration projects are respectively 

35% and 60% lower than current mines
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Pre-Mined Resource (mt ore) 
Note: All uranium deposits in the world Data: CRU June 2009



Mining rates are related to deposit size and mining method

Annual mining rates for projects at  the feasibility and development stages
Mtpa 

Small deposits translate 
into small operations
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Pre-Mined Resource (mt ore) 
Data: CRU



Out of the 20 largest uranium deposits, 14 (or 70%) are 
already in production… 

kt U3O8*
2335 kt

* Note:  Figures based on published resources as at Dec 2008. 
Limited to potentially economic deposits only

Data: CRU 9



And many of these operations are planning to expand their output …

tpa U3O8*
Average output of a top-20 
mine will be 4800 tpa U3O8

*Deposits ranked in terms of resource size Data: CRU 10



Consequently, the next generation of mines will be smaller in size

19kt 

tpa U3O8 

Average size
Operating Mines                                2020 tpa 
after expansion                                  2890 tpa 
Projects under Construction              2070 tpa 
Projects at the Feasibility Stage        1340 tpa 
Projects at the E ploration Stage 980 tpaProjects at the Exploration Stage        980 tpa 

The total capacity of these 121 projects is 217 ktpa  U3O8… which is 
4x the current world demand. Consequently, most of these projects 

will be deferred until demand grows and/or existing mines closewill be deferred until demand grows and/or existing mines close

11Note:  Analysis based on 121 projects and mines around the world as at Dec 2008. 
Excludes small scale operations in China, Pakistan and India. 

Data: CRU



Capital costs vary by mining method
Based on published data from 23 feasibility studies for new projects

Per Annual tonne of Ore Mined Per Annual lb U3O8 produced

Range
Variance in costs driven by 

economies of scale and 
Cost variance is, in part, 
driven by differences in 

infrastructure requirements
y

ore grade

12Data: CRUNote: Costs  have been adjusted to constant 2008 dollars, and are based on
data reported in recent Feasibility Studies for 23 active uranium projects



On a $/lb basis, site opex costs are less affected by mining method
Based on published data from 23 feasibility studies for new projects 

Per tonne of Ore Mined Per lb U O producedPer tonne of Ore Mined Per lb U3O8 produced

Range

13Note: Costs  have been adjusted to constant 2008 dollars, and are based on
data reported in recent Feasibility Studies for 23 active uranium projects

Data: CRU



Combining the unit capex and opex costs together gives an 
measure of project viability To be economically viable, the next generation 

Unit Capex Cost (2008$ per annual lb of U3O8)

of mines need to have costs lower than the 
current inventory of advanced projects

Costs as at 2007

GOODGOOD
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Site Operating Cost (2008$/lb U3O8)

Data: CRUNote: Costs have been adjusted to constant 2008 dollars, and are based on
data reported in recent Feasibility Studies for 23 active uranium projects



With these data, it is possible to calculate the full economic cost of 
the project .  This is made up of  … 

• Site Operating Costs, plus

• Levellised Capital Costs (which includes adjustments for finance charges, 
C t Ri k i d i lif ) lCountry Risk premiums and mine life), plus

• Realisation Charges (ie marketing & management costs, plus transportation), plus

• Other Charges (such as Royalties exploration and rehabilitation costs)Other Charges (such as Royalties, exploration and rehabilitation costs)

Once you have this data its possible to 
fconstruct a cost curve for the industry and 

determine the long run price for uranium 
required to bring on new capacity 
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Note: In October 2009 CRU will be publishing a
detailed report on long run uranium prices



Warning: 
Reported costs may not match actual or future costsReported costs may not match actual or future costs
• The recent boom (and subsequent bust) has made it difficult to use 

historical reports to generate reliable data on capital and operating 
costscosts
– Input costs can change very quickly

– Numbers reported one year ago are out of date !

• When negotiating long term sales contracts, need to ensure that the 
price is sufficient to cover any unexpected cost increases

S f l j t ill b b d d d t di f th• Successful projects will be based on a good understanding of the 
cost drivers – both on your project and competing projects
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Rather than relying on what Companies say, CRU’s approach is to build the costs from the bottom-up. 
This allows projects to be compared on a consistent basis and enables “what-if” analyses



Costs have risen dramatically recent years
Input costs for mining projects in the CIS: 2000-2009

Cost Index (Yr 2000 = 100)
905 in 2008

Part of the cost increase is 
due to rising exchange rates 

(versus the US$) 

17Data: CRUNote: Costs  are in nominal dollars



… Which has impacted on uranium producers 
Production cost for uranium in Kazakhstan: 2000-2008

Cost Index (Yr 2000 = 100)

In spite of its large uranium reserves  and  In spite of its large uranium reserves, and  
extensive ISL facilities, Kazakhstan no  

longer views itself as a low cost producer

100 in 2000

18Data: KazAtomProm , May 2009Note: Costs  are in nominal dollars



Strategic Implications for the next generation of mines

• Be located in more remote and difficult locations – with higher 
i f t t t d hi h fi i h (f th

On average, the next generation of mines will …

infrastructure costs and higher financing charges (from the 
associated higher Country Risk)

• Be smaller and lower grade than the existing operations – especially 
those currently at the exploration and feasibility stages (1/3rd and 
2/3rds respectively) 

• Have higher capital and operating costsHave higher capital and operating costs

• Need to negotiate long term contract prices that take into account 
uncertainty in inputs costs and exchange rates

The key message to Junior Explorers is that for your project to jump to the front of the queue, your 
project has to be better than the current inventory of advanced projects 

… ie have site costs <US$25/lb U3O8 and unit capex costs <US$80 per annual lb of production 19



Strategic Implications for the industry

• Demand for uranium is projected to double over the 20 years. To 
meet this growth, new capacity needs to be built  

• The current contract uranium price will have to be sufficient to 
incentivise new players into the market  
– The price is a function of the cost structure of the marginal producer andThe price is a function of the cost structure of the marginal producer and 

the overall level of demand.  

– Consequently, the long run price for uranium will be set by full economic 
cost of these new mines The incentive price will change over timecost of these new mines. The incentive price will change over time 

– In turn, these costs will depend on long run trends for input costs (such 
as energy, labour, acid, capital and exchange rates). Consequently,

S d d h i d d t di f th t d i– Success depends on having a good understanding of the cost drivers –
both on your project and competing projects
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CRU Strategies contacts for 
further information on uraniumfurther information on uranium

In London
Alison Parums Senior Consultant CRUAlison Parums, Senior Consultant, CRU 

+44 20 7903 2311  alison.parums@crugroup.com

In Sydney
Philip Sewell, Business Development Manager, Australasia, CRU 

+61 2 9387 8842  philip.sewell@crugroup.com

In Perth
Allan Trench, Regional Director,  Australasia, CRU 

+61 (0)43 709 2466 allan trench@crugroup com+61 (0)43 709 2466  allan.trench@crugroup.com

In Melbourne
Richard Schodde, Associate Consultant, CRU 

+61 (0)41 890 9769  richard.schodde@crugroup.com
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